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CHAPTER I
A general equilibrium theory of
North-South trade
Graciela Chichilnisky
This chapter presents an application of competitive general equilibrium
theory of markets in the spirit of Walras, formalized in the 1950s by K .
Arrow and by G. Debreu . In using general equilibrium theory to generate
insights into current policy issues, it follows a tradition established by
Arrow in his work on welfare economics of medical care (1963), on the
organization of economic activity (1969), on the evaluation of public in-
vestment (Arrow and Lind, 1970), and in urban economic development
(1970) .
The intention is to use formalized general equilibrium theory to de-
rive general statements about the economic behavior and interrelations
between two groups of countries : industrial and developing countries .
The first group is represented by a cluster of competitive market econo-
mies called the North, and the second by a similar cluster of competitive
economies called the South: thus the name North-South trade. The goal
is to obtain simple and general results, and for this purpose we consider a
stylized model with the minimum of characteristics needed for the task :
two regions, two produced goods, and two factors of production . Within
this simple model, we explore issues of current import, such as export-led
policies and the transmission of economic activity between regions . The
underlying theme is that general equilibrium analysis is indeed useful for
disclosing patterns of economic behavior and for suggesting policies, a
point of view that guided classical international economics .
Research support was provided by the Institute for Mathematics and its Applications, Uni-
versity of Minnesota, and NSF Grant SES-84-09857 . Comments from M. Aoki, R. Au-
mann, K. Arrow, J. Benhabib, P. Dasgupta, A. Fishlow, F. Hahn, G . Heal, R. Jones, M .
Kurz, D. McLeod, A . Mas-Colell, R. Riezman, L. Taylor, A. Sen, J . Stiglitz, E. Sheshin-
ski, and N. Wallace are acknowledged . The computer programs and simulations were pro-
duced by Eduardo Jose Chichilnisky, Princeton University . This essay was presented at the
I.M.S .S .S . at Stanford University, July 1984 .
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1 Policy issues and main results
The classical trade models developed by Heckscher, Ohlin, Lerner, and
Samuelson were concerned with gains from trade between countries hav-
ing similar preferences and technologies, but with different endowments
of factors of production . These models explained why trade takes place
between similar countries. In the earliest part of this century, trade among
similar countries, indeed industrial countries, was the most important
segment of international trade. However, North-South trade, which now
accounts for 40 percent by value of OECD trade, takes place between
countries of very different characteristics . They differ not only in factor
endowments but also in preferences and technologies . To understand this
important and growing component of world trade, we need a framework
that can incorporate explicitly the diversity of technologies and demand
patterns as well as the more traditional differences in factor endowments
and that can relate this diversity to the welfare effects of trade.
This chapter develops a rigorous general equilibrium analysis of trade
between two competitive market economies with significant differences
both in technologies and in endowments . Within this framework, we use
general equilibrium comparative statistics analysis to study the welfare
effects of changes in the volume of trade across free trade equilibria . We
study changes in the market equilibrium in response to changes in para-
meters that are exogenous to the model. We also examine the compara-
tive statics effects that an expansion in the North has on the South. These
are two current topics : Export policies of the developing countries are at
the forefront of discussions on the international debt, and the issue of
whether or not an economic expansion in the industrial countries is trans-
mitted to the developing countries underlies many policy prescriptions.
Many oil-exporting countries and exporters of other raw materials show
disappointing records after a decade of concentration on production for
exports .
The aim of this essay is to explain why, in the words of Arthur Lewis,
the international market works at times to concentrate rather than to dif-
fuse the gains from trade (Lewis 1983). I hope to explore in some detail
how the international market transmits economic activity from one region
to the other . The explanations that I 'seek are in terms of the primitive
structural characteristics of the domestic economies of the trading regions,
such as technologies factor supplies and demand structures, and not in
terms of the derived parameters of international markets, such as elastici-
ties of international demand at a market equilibrium.
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For many developing countries, the degree of involvement in the inter-
national economy is a major policy decision, with export-oriented domes-
tic production having been strongly recommended by international agen-
cies for many years. However, as Samuelson has noted, even under the
assumptions of classical trade theory we cannot, in general, claim that
a country will benefit from orienting its production toward international
trade .' The policy issue facing most countries is not one of choosing be-
tween free trade and autarky . It is one of choosing between policies that
would result in more or less emphasis on an international sector of the
economy. The classical theorems on the welfare effects of trade provide
little information about such choices . This is the issue we study here .
Initial results on these problems were obtained in Chichilnisky (1981),
who dealt with trade between an industrial country and a labor-abundant
developing country and showed how the structural differences between
the countries (and also between sectors within a country) play an impor-
tant role in determining the welfare impact of changes in the volume of
trade and in the transmission of economic activity through international
markets.
A feature of the 1981 results that seemed counterintuitive and attracted
attention is that an increase in the exports of a labor-intensive product
could lower real wages and terms of trade in the labor-abundant South .
Labor abundance was described by the responsiveness of labor supply to
real wages, and it was proved that even in cases where the labor supply is
abundant, an expansion of labor-intensive exports could have these neg-
ative effects. Of course, these same effects occur when labor is not abun-
dant, and in this chapter we give necessary and sufficient conditions for
such results . We consider here cases where the South's demand for basics
derives both from capital and from wage income.
Another feature of the results that attracted attention was that an ex-
pansion in the North parameterized by an increase in its demand for in-
dustrial goods could lead to an expansion in the South's exports and simul-
taneously could lower terms of trade and real wages in the South. This
result led to several comments that centered on the question : How is it
possible that in a stable market economy such as that of the North-South
model, one can have simultaneously an increase in the volume of exports
from the South demanded by the North and a drop in their market prices?
This chapter deals with this question . It shows how under conditions sim-
ilar to those discussed above, a move toward an equilibrium with a higher
industrial demand in the North leads indeed to a higher volume of ex-
ports of labor-intensive goods from the South but to lower terms of trade
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and lower real wages in the South, within a stable market economy . The
results are traced to simultaneous supply and demand responses, which
are not readily perceived within a partial equilibrium framework but ap-
pear quite naturally in general equilibrium models . Further results are
obtained here showing that in such cases the North may actually consume
more of both goods and the South less, following the industrial expan-
sion in the North and the increase in exports from the South .
Of course, precisely the opposite effects can also happen . This essay
also examines sufficient conditions for positive outcomes of an export ex-
pansion : As exports increase, terms of trade and real wages improve . It
also examines conditions for a positive transmission of an expansion in
the North to the South : As the North increases its industrial demand, its
imports increase, leading to better terms of trade and real wages in the
South . The purpose of our general equilibrium analysis is to provide a
rigorous framework to analyze which case is likely to occur and under
which specifications of the economies . We also discuss some empirical as-
pects on the basis of recent econometric implementations of the model
for the case of trade between Sri Lanka and the United Kingdom in Chi-
chilnisky, Heal, and Podivinsky (1983) and for the case of Argentina and
the United States in Chichilnisky and McLeod (1984) .
2 The North-South model and its solutions
This section summarizes the general equilibrium model in Chichilnisky
(1981, 1984a, b) . A version of this model is a special case of an Arrow-
Debreu general equilibrium model : This is shown in Section f of the ap-
pendix .
There are two regions, North and South . The North represents the in-
dustrial countries, the South the developing countries . Each region pro-
duces and consumes two goods: basics (B) and industrial goods (I) . There
are two inputs to production : capital (K) and labor (L) . The two regions
trade with each other .
Consider first the economy of the South . It produces basics and indus-
trial goods using labor and capital, as described by the Leontief produc-
tion functions
Bs =min(L B/a, ,KB/c,),
I s = min (L 11a2, K'/c2),
where the superscripts B and 1 denote the sector in which inputs are used,
and the superscript S denotes supply . Basics are labor-intensive and in-
General equilibrium theory of North-South trade
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Figure 1 . The overall production possibility frontier across equilibria
when D?1- 0. For each set of prices, the production possibility frontier is
piecewise linear ; as prices change, endowments of factors vary and anew
piecewise linear production set arises . The overall frontier is smooth .
dustrial goods capital-intensive, that is, D= ai c2- a2c, > 0. These pro-
duction functions were chosen for the sake of analytic tractability . More
general production functions can be utilized with no significant changes
in the results (see, e .g ., Benhabib and Chichilnisky 1984). In any case,
across equilibria, this economy exhibits substitution between the total
amount of labor and capital employed; this is discussed below.
We can now write the equations that specify equilibrium of the model.
Competitive behavior on the part of the firms ensures zero profits, so that
pB=al w+ci r, (2 .1)
PI = a2w+ C2r, (2 .2)
where pB and pI are the prices ofB and I; w and r are the wages and the
rate of return on capital .z
Labor and capital supplied are increasing functions of their rewards:
L S = a(WIPB)+L (a>0), (2.3)
K S= Or+R ((3 > 0) . (2 .4)
Since factor supplies vary with factor prices by equations (2 .3) and (2.4),
the model exhibits substitution in the total use of capital and labor across
equilibria when D=al c2-a2c, #0. Figure 1 illustrates the production pos-
sibility frontier : Across equilibria, commodity prices change and factor
prices change so that factor endowments change too, by (2.3) and (2.4).
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The diagram exhibits a piecewise linear production possibility frontier
for each price vector of prices and indicates the overall frontier as the en-
velope of the piecewise linear frontier across different prices . The market
clearing conditions (superscript S denotes supply and D denotes demand)
are
that is, the value of exports equals the value of imports .'
The North is specified by a set of equations similar to (2.1)-(2 .11), with
possibly different technology and factor supply parameters . In a world
equilibrium, the prices of traded goods are equal across regions (factors
K and L are not traded) and exports match imports :
where (S) and (N) denote South and North, respectively .
In each region, there are eight exogenous parameters : a,, a2, c, , c2, a, L,
a, and K, making a total of sixteen exogenous parameters for the North-
South model . When we add the price-normalizing condition,'
p, =1, (2.16)
we have a total of twenty-six independent equations: (2.1)-(2 .11) for
North ; (2.1)-(2.11) for South, (2 .12)-(2.14), and (2.16) . 5 There are in
total twenty-eight endogenous variables, fourteen for each region : PB,
p,, w, r, L s , L°, Ks, K °, Bs , B °, XB, Is , I°, and X,°. Therefore, the
L s =L D, (2 .5)
K s=K o, (2 .6)
L°=LB+L'=Bsa, +Isa2, (2 .7)
K °=K B+K'=B sc,+I SC2 , (2 .8)
BS=B°+XB, (2 .9)
where XB denotes exports of B,
I °=XD+IS, (2.10)
where X,° denotes imports of I, and
PBXB=pIX
D
, (2.11)
pi(S) =pr(N), (2 .12)
pB(S) = pB(N) , (2 .13)
XB(S)=Xa(N), (2 .14)
X;(N)=X,°(S), (2 .15)
General equilibrium theory of North-South trade
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system is undetermined so far up to two variables .6 Thus, we now specify
two more variables exogenously, industrial demand in the South, ID(S),
and in the North, ID(N), adding two more equations:
ID(N)=ID(N), (2 .17)
ID(S)=ID(S) . (2 .18)
Obviously, we could have solved the model by specifying exogenously
other variables or else by postulating demand equations ; this will be done in
the following sections . The demand specifications of the model are chosen
to meet two criteria : analytical tractability and empirical plausibility .
The North-South model is, therefore, a system of twenty-eight equa-
tions in twenty-eight variables, depending on eighteen exogenous para-
meters : al , a2, c, , c2, a, L, O, K, and I for each region .
The economies of the North and of the South are identical except pos-
sibly for the values of their exogenous parameters . Differences in the struc-
tural characteristics of the two regions are described by differences in their
exogenous parameters . For instance, in the North the two sectors (B and
I) use approximately the same technology, that is, the economy is tech-
nologically homogeneous. This means that ai /c, - a2/c2 so that the de-
terminant D(N) of the matrix of technical coefficients
is close to zero in the North . In the South, instead, technologies are dual-
istic: The two sectors use factors very differently, and D(S) is therefore
large . In both regions, D(N) and D(S) are positive, which indicates that
the B sector uses labor more intensively than the I sector . Another differ-
ence arises in factor markets. In the North, labor is relatively more scarce,
that is, less responsive to increases in the real wage w/PB . This means a(N)
is small . In the South the opposite is true, x(S) is large. The reciprocal
relations hold in capital markets: O(N) is large and O(S) is small . These
parameter specifications can be presented so as to be independent of the
units of measurements .
It is worth noting that whereas most equations are linear in the vari-
ables, some are not [e.g ., (2 .3) is nonlinear] . The solutions also display
nonlinearities, as we shall see in the following .
Proposition 1 . The North-South model has at most one equilibrium.'
This equilibrium can be computed explicitly by solving one equation that
depends on all exogenous parameters of the model .
Using (2.3), (2 .4), (2 .20), and (2.21), we can rewrite equation (2.19) as
a function of one variable only, ps (which is the terms of trade of the
South, since p, =1) and obtain
PB(A+A(N))+PB[C+C(N)+I°(S)+I°(N)]-(V+V(N))=0,
	
(2 .22)
where
and
A= Raiaz V=
acI
D 2 ' D2 '
C OL_a~K+_
ac1czD~3a,az
D ~,
and where expressions A, V, and C contain parameter values for the
South, and A(N), V(N), and C(N) for the North. Solving equation
(2 .22) yields an equilibrium level of terms of trade pa as a function of
all eighteen exogenous parameters of the system.
It is easy to check that equation (2 .22) has at most one positive root pB
because the constant term is negative and the quadratic term is positive .
From this and (2.21), one obtains the equilibrium values of w* and r* for
each region ; from (2.3) and (2 .4), L* and K* for each region ; from (2 .20),
(Bs ) * and (I s) * for each region . From (2.9), (2.10), and (2.11) we then
obtain (B° )*, (XB)*, and (XD)* for each region . All endogenous vari-
ables have been computed, and the solution is complete .
In the following, we shall consider different specifications of demand .
Equation (2.18) in the South is substituted by one of three different speci-
fications of equilibrium levels of demand :
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Proof. From
X°(S)=XI(N),
we have
ID(S)-IS(S)=IS(N)-I°(N) . (2 .19)
Inverting (2 .7) and (2.8), we obtain
Bs= c2L
- a2K Is= a,K-c,L
'
(2 .20)
D
and inverting (2.1) and (2 .2),
PBC2 - c1 a, -PBa2w_ r _ (2 .21)
D D
for y, X < 1 and at least one positive .
A different specification of the North's demand will also be considered .
Equation (2.17) is substituted by
B °(N) =B°,
	
(2 .17a)
that is, an exogenous specification of the North's demand for basics at
the equilibrium .
In the following section, we show that all these different specifications
of demand lead to similar results . The specification with equation (2 .18a)
is useful to parameterize the solutions of the model by one real variable
denoting the volume of exports Xa(S ) : As XB varies [and ID(N) =ID(N)
remains fixed], we obtain a one-dimensional path of equilibria across
which we may carry out comparative statics exercises about the effects of
changes in the volume of exports of the South on the equilibrium levels
of endogenous variables . This was done in Chichilnisky (1981) and is also
done in the following section . Equation (2 .18b) is useful to derive neces-
sary and sufficient conditions for increases or decreases in terms of trade
as exports change in cases where labor is not necessarily abundant . Equa-
tion (2 .18c) shows that the results obtain even when the demand for ba-
sics comes also from capital income . Equation (2 .17a) is used to show
that an increase in the North's demand for basics may lead to increased
exports of basics from the South and simultaneously to a lower price of
basics . This is also done in the following section .
The model's specification with equations (2.17) and (2 .18) was used
in Chichilnisky (1981) to study the impact of an industrial expansion in
the North (an increase in the exogenous value of ID(N)) [Proposition 2,
Chichilnisky (1981)] .
In all cases, an exogenous change in I°, or X s, is simply a change in a
number that is exogenously given to the model. Such an exogenous change
can be interpreted in many different fashions, thus making the results
rather general. For instance, an increase in I°(N) could be a result of
a shift in underlying preferences in the North leading to a new equilib-
rium level of demand for industrial goods ; see Section f of the appendix .
We have therefore indexed the utility function in the North by land con-
General equilibrium theory of North-South trade 11
XBs(S) s=XB , (2.18a)
B°(S)= wL , (2 .18b)
PB
and finally,
B°(S)= .y
wL
+XrK, (2.18c)
PB
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sidered a change in this utility index. Other different possibilities are that
industrial demand I°(N) is fixed by a quota, or that it is random. What-
ever the reason, any model in which all equations but (2 .17) are satisfied,
and in which a change in I°(N) has taken place, will have the same prop-
erties predicted in our theorems . The theorems are therefore rather gen-
eral : They apply to a large class of models all of which share the equilib-
rium equations (2 .1)-(2.11) in each region, and (2.12)-(2 .14), (2.16), and
(2 .18) . Similarly, an exogenous change in XB could be regarded as a change
in preferences in the North that led to a change in the equilibrium volume
of exports of the South; or as a similar change in the South leading to a
change in its exports; or finally, as a change in an import quota of the
North. In all these cases, the comparative statics results of all exogenous
change in XB remain unchanged.
Note, finally, that no information has been given so far about (disequi-
librium) excess demand or supply functions : Outside of the equilibrium,
demands are not defined so far . Supply functions are not defined outside
of an equilibrium either, because we have constant returns to scale . There-
fore, the above information does not suffice to discuss stability : This task
is taken up in a subsequent section .
3 Further results on export-led strategies
This section concentrates on the comparative statics results. The appen-
dix provides a program for the model, as well as numerical simulations
that reproduce the propositions .
The first two propositions deal with the 1981 version of the model, which
we call the North-South model . The model consists of twenty-eight equa-
tions, or equations (2.1)-(2.11) in each region ; (2.12)-(2.14) ; and (2.16),
(2 .17), and (2.18) . There are twenty-eight variables: In each region, these
are Pe, p,, r, w, BS, B°, I S, I°, X;, X,°, Ks, K°, Ls, L°. We now para-
meterize the solutions of the North-South model by varying the equilib-
rium level of industrial demand in the North, ID(N), in equation (2.17) .
For each value of ID(N), there is (at most) a unique solution to the mod-
el, by Proposition 1 . Therefore, as I°(N) varies, we obtain a one-dimen-
sional set of equilibria (under regularity conditions, a one-dimensional
manifold) contained in the space of all endogenous variables, R28 . Com-
parative statics results arise from studying the relationships between two
or more endogenous variables along this set of equilibria . The following
propositions study the relationship between the export level XB, the
terms of trade pB, and the real wages w/ps of the South across different
equilibria of the North-South model.
General equilibrium theory of North-South trade
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Proposition 2. Consider the North-South economy, where the South ex-
ports basic goods, has abundant labor, a large, and dual technologies,
that is, c2/D < 2w/PB. Then a move to an equilibrium with a higher level
of exports of basics leads to lower terms of trade and to lower real wages
in the South. [Proposition 1 in Chichilnisky (1981) .]
When labor is abundant and real wages are low, or else technologies
are homogeneous, that is, c2/D > 2w/PB , then a move to an equilibrium
with a higher level of exports Xs leads to better terms of trade and higher
real wages in the South . [Proposition 2 in Chichilnisky (1981) .]
Proof:
S S DY -B i
by equation (2 .20),
BS-
c2L-a2K
D '
and by Walras' law and equation (2.17),
Therefore,
BD-
wL+rK-ID(S) .
PB
S_ _c2L-a2K wL+rK-ID(S)XB D PB
_ ac c aal	 , c,L-a,K ID S
)2
-- + a2 - + + ,D PB (C2 PB D ( PB DPB PB
and the derivative of XB with respect to PB across equilibria is
dXB acl _2c, Qa; a,K-c,L ID(S)
D2Pa C PB -c21+ D2Pa + Pa (3.2)
Therefore, when a(S) is large, dXB/dPB has the sign of (2c,/PB)-c2,
which equals that of c2/D-2w/PB by equation (2 .21) . Finally note that
by (2.21), across equilibria, d(w/PB)/dpB > 0.
An intuitive explanation of this result is in Arrow (1981) :
Very loosely the argument is the following. Suppose the rise in export
demand for the B commodity were followed by an increase in its price.
Since its production is highly labor intensive, there would be a rise in
real wages and since labor supply is higher responsive to the real wage,
14
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a considerable increase in labor supply . The rise in both real wage and
labor supply increases even more rapidly the domestic demand for the B
commodity, since it is all directed to the B commodity. Hence supply
available for export would decrease and therefore would not match the
increased demand for exports. It follows that the only way the (rise in)
export demand could be met, under these conditions, would be a de-
crease in the price of commodity B and of real wages.
In this light, it seems useful to explain the role of the assumption c2/D <
2w/PB . The term c2/D represents a supply response and the term 2w/PB
a demand response across equilibrium . The inequality < indicates that
the demand response exceeds the supply response, as discussed in Arrow
(1981) .
Remarks: The expression c2/D-2w/p, is simple and has a ready eco-
nomic interpretation : It describes a relationship between real wages and
technological parameters . Intuitively speaking, when technologies are
"dual,"D is large and c2/D is small; thus, we call the condition c2/D<
2w/PB technological duality . This condition has also the advantage of
being relatively easy to test econometrically since real wages and input-
output coefficients are relatively accessible data (see Chichilnisky et al .
1983).
However, from a theoretical viewpoint, this condition is not presented
in a standard fashion because it mixes parameters (C/D) with endogenous
variables (2w/pB) . It seems therefore useful to express C/D-2w/p,, as
a function of exogenous parameters only. We can then check inter alia its
consistency with the other condition in Proposition 2, that is, a(S) large.
From equation (2.21), C/D< 2w/PB is equivalent to pB> 2(c~/c2) .
Since pB is a function of exogenous parameters only, by equation (2 .22),
we obtain that C2ID< 2w/PB is equivalent to an expression that depends
solely on exogenous parameters :
y+(y-4(V+V(N)) (A+A(N))1/2 >2 c, (3 .3)
2(A +A(N)) C
whereA and Vwere defined in Proposition 1, and
y=C+C(N)+I°(S)+I°(N) .
It is easy to check that inequality (3 .3) is indeed a plausible combina-
tion of parameters, when a(S) is large. For example, the simulations in
Section a of the appendix have numerical values of the exogenous para-
meter values where both a(S) large and (3 .3) are satisfied simultaneously .
General equilibrium theory of North-South trade
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Sufficient conditions can also be given for (3 .3) to be satisfied along with
a(S) large in terms of an interval of values of D(S) (note that L is gener-
ally negative ; otherwise there would be positive labor supply at zero real
wages) : One proves this by showing that when a andD are rather large in
the South, by (2.22), PB is approximated by
c2
(D/a)(c, L-a,K)+CC'
where all parameters are for the South . This expression exceeds 2C /c2
when the denominator is positive and small. This will occur within an
interval for the exogenous parameter D.
Proposition 3 [Proposition 3 in Chichilnisky (1981)] . Assume the South
has abundant labor and dual technologies : a large and c2 /D < 2w/p,.
Then a move to a new equilibrium with a higher level of industrial de-
mand in the North leads to a higher level of exports of basics from the
South, but to lower terms of trade, real wages, and domestic consump-
tion in the South. This occurs in Walrasian stable markets.
Proof.- From equation (2.22) and the implicit function theorem,
dID(N) 2PB(A+A(N))+C+C(N)+ID(S)+ID(N) ' (3 .4)
whereA and C are defined in (2.22) .
When a is large in the South, the sign of the term in a determines the
sign of C+C(N) . Since the term in a within C+C(N) is aCc2/D 2, a
positive number, C+C(N) is positive in this case . Furthermore, A and
A(N) are always positive. It follows that
dpBldID(N) < 0 (3 .5)
when a in the South is large. Therefore when a is large, an increase in the
equilibrium level of industrial demand in the North leads to a drop in the
equilibrium price of basics .
Now, consider the equation relating exports of basics with their price
across equilibria:
s_ > _ > Opal	 , c,L-a,K ID(S)
XB DpB ~c2 PB)+ D2 (a2 PB + DPB + Pe
As seen in Proposition 2, dXB/dpB< 0 when c2 /D < 2w/PB . Added to
inequality (3 .5), this implies dXB/dID(N) > 0.
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To summarize : A move to an equilibrium with a higher level of indus-
trial demand in the North [i .e ., an increase in the parameter ID(N)] leads
both to a larger volume of imports of basic goods by the North (higher
XB) and to lower terms of trade for the South (lower PB) .
To complete the proof, it suffices now to point out that real wages
w/PB are always positively associated with the price of basics [by (2 .21)]
and that in equilibrium the consumption of basics is also positively asso-
ciated with their price in the South when a is large . This is because B ° =
[wL+rK-ID(S)]IPB, and this expression is dominated by the term in a,
that is, by a(w/PB) 2 , which is an increasing function of PB. Stability was
established in the appendix of Chichilnisky (1981) and is discussed further
in the following section .
Our next step is to extend the 1981 results . The next proposition sharp-
ens Proposition 1 of Chichilnisky (1981) : It obtains results not only on
terms of trade but also on total export revenues following an export ex-
pansion . These results are obtained without any assumptions on the in-
ternational elasticities of demand .
Proposition 4. In the North-South economy, assume that the South has
abundant labor, a large, and dual technologies, c2/D < 2w/p, . Then a
move to a new equilibrium with a higher volume of exports leads not only
to lower terms of trade but also to lower export revenues in the South .
However, when c2/D > 2w/PB , terms of trade and export revenues in-
crease following the expansion in exports .
Proof. When c2/D < 2w/PB and a is large, by Proposition 2, as the level
of exports XB increases, the South's terms of trade PB drop at the new
equilibrium . By (2 .21), wages decrease and the rate of profit increases .
This implies from (2.3) and (2 .4) that total capital available increases,
and total labor employed decreases . Therefore, the domestic supply of
industrial goods Is increases, since I s = (a, K- c, L)/D. Since the indus-
trial demand in the South is constant by (2.18), and the supply I s has in-
creased, the volume of imports of industrial goods ID(S) = ID(S) - IS(S)
must therefore decrease when the price of basics drops . By the balance-of-
payments condition PB-B=XID, the total revenue from exports, pBXB,
decreases when c2/D > 2w/PB by Proposition 2 . When c2/D > 2w/PB,
a rise in exports leads to better terms of trade so that export revenues in-
crease as well .
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The next proposition studies changes in both regions, following either
an increase of exports Xe or an industrial expansion in the North, that
is, an increase in ID(N) ; or an increase in demand for basics BD(N) .
These are exogenous changes in either of three numbers : ID (N), xB"(S),
or BD(N) . Cases with exogenous changes in Xa refer to the version of
the model where equation (2 .18) of the North-South model is replaced
by (2.18a) ; all other equations remain unchanged . Cases where B D(N)
increases exogenously refer to the North-South model where equation
(2.17) is replaced by equation (2 .17a): All others remain unchanged.
Proposition 5 . Assume that technologies are dual, c2/D < 2w/PB , and a
is large in the South . Furthermore, assume that labor supply in the North
is unresponsive to the real wage [a(N) small] and that industrial goods
in the North use little labor (a2 small) . Then :
i. A move to a new equilibrium with a higher level of industrial de-
mand in the North, ID(N), leads to higher levels of imports of basics and
of consumption of basic goods in the North. The North consumes simul-
taneously more of both goods and is in this sense strictly better off. The
South exports more basics, at lower prices, and receives lower export rev-
enues . In the South, real wages and consumption decrease . The South
consumes fewer basics and the same amount of industrial goods : It is
therefore strictly worse off at the new equilibrium .
ii . Identical results obtain when the exogenous parameter is XB(S) . A
move to a new equilibrium with an increased level of exports of the South,
XB(S), or of import quotas in the North, XB(N) (allowing now either
ID(N) or I D(S) to adjust), leads to lower terms of trade, export reve-
nues, wages, and consumption in the South .
iii . Finally, identical results occur when the initial exogenous change is
in the equilibrium level of demand for basics in the North, f3 D(N) . At the
new equilibrium, the North's demand for basics and its imports of basics
increase, but the price of basics goes down. The North consumes more of
both goods; the South consumes the same amount of industrial goods
and less basics . The North is therefore strictly better off, and the South is
worse off.
All these results occur in Walrasian stable markets .
Proof. Consider first the case where in the North a(N) =0 and a2 (N) = 0 .
The supply of basics in the North is then a constant, since
BS =(c2L-a2K)/D=c2L/D when a=a2 =0.
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(Note that L must be positive in this case.) Since the consumption of ba-
sics of the North is the sum of domestic supply plus imports, B°(N) =
BS(N)+XB(N), and BS(N) is a constant, when imports of basics XB(N)
increase, consumption of basics in the North, B°(N), must increase as
well .
Proposition 3 shows that, under the conditions, a move to an equilib-
rium with a higher level of industrial demand in the North, ID(N), leads
to more exports of basics, XB(S) =Xe(N) . Therefore, in our case, this
leads to increased consumption of basics in the North. The equilibrium
levels of demand for industrial goods I°(N) and for basics B°(N) have
therefore increased simultaneously in the North . For any reasonable wel-
fare measure, the North is strictly better off. By continuity, the same re-
sults obtain when a2 (N) and a(N) are close to zero, proving the first part
of the theorem.
In the South, export revenues decrease as shown in Proposition 4 above.
As the terms of trade pB decrease, real wages and the consumption of
basics decrease in the South, as shown in Proposition 3 . Since industrial
demand remains constant in the South, the South is strictly worse off.
The statement in ii follows from the fact that parameterizing the solu-
tions by the level of exports XB or by the level of industrial demand in the
North, ID(N), leads to the same comparative statics results. Finally, we
prove part iii .
Assume '&D(N) is exogenously increased, a(N) = 0, and a2 (N) = 0.
Then, as shown above, BS remains constant, BS=CLID. The increase
of demand must be met by a higher level of imports of basics, XB(N) _
XB(S). But c2/D < 2w/pB and a(S) large imply that at the new equilib-
rium with a higher level of XB(S), both PB andpBXB are lower, as shown
in Proposition 4 . This means that exports of industrial goods XS(N) are
lower (pBXB =X; ) . As PB is lower, r andKare higher, that is, supply of
I increases in the North . Therefore I°= I'S-X;increases too : The North
now consumes more basics and more industrial goods . The rest of the
theorem is an application of Propositions 1-4 . Stability is established in
Section 4 .
Having extended the comparative statics results of the 1981 model in
Propositions 4 and 5, we now turn to an extension of the model itself.
This allows us to obtain sharper and more general results . The new results
are applicable to economies that may or may not have abundant labor.
The extension of the model proposed here was formulated in Chichil-
nisky (1981, p . 179) .
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An extension of the North-South model
The North-South model presented in Section 2 is altered now in a rather
simple fashion already discussed in Section 2. The change is in the speci-
fication of demand in the South. Rather than assuming that the equilib-
rium level of industrial demand in the South is a given constant, we as-
sume instead that, in equilibrium, wage income in the South is spent on
the basic good . This entails replacing equation (2 .18), that is, ID(S)=
ID(S), by
PBBD=WL. (2 .18b)
This version of the North-South model (denoted 11) consists there-
fore of the same equations as in the North-South model but for equation
(2.18), which is replaced by (2.18b) . As before, the model has a unique
solution . Note that in the following results no assumption is made about
labor abundance in the South . Comparative statics is performed by vary-
ing exogenously either Ys or ID(N) : The comparative statics results ob-
tained under these two exogenous changes are the same.
Proposition 6 . Consider a North-South economy 11 where capital stocks in
the South are fixed (K=K), and L =aWIPB (L=0) . Then anecessary and
sufficient condition for an increase in exports to lower the South's terms
of trade, real wages, and consumption is technological duality : c2 /D <
2w/p,. In particular, when the economy is homogeneous, c2 /D> 2w/p,,
the South's terms of trade always improve as the South increases its ex-
ports, and its real wages and consumption of basics increase as well .
When L ;;A- 0, the necessary and sufficient condition is, instead, c2/D <
2WIPB+L.
Proof. Consider the equation for the equilibrium volume of exports,
XB(S) =Bs(S)-BD(S) . From B's= (c2L- a2K)/D and B°= wL/PB and
substituting for L and K from equations (2 .3) and (2 .4), we obtain
dXB _ C 2w
dwlp, -a(D PB
(3 .6)
When L=0, the necessary and sufficient condition for dXB/d(w1PB) to
be negative is C/D<2w/PB . When L?-40, we obtain, instead, C2/D<
2WIPB+L.
To complete the proof, note that the real wage is an increasing func-
tion of the price of basics across equilibria [from equation (2.21)] .
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Finally, the consumption of basics is an increasing function of the real
wage across equilibria, since B°= w/PBL = a (w/PB)2+ w/PBL by (2.3)
and (2 .18b) .
The following proposition obtains results analogous to those of Prop-
osition 3 but for the North-South model II .
Proposition 7. Consider a North-South economy II where the capital
stock in the South is fixed (K=K) and L=aWIPB (L=0) . Labor in the
South need not be abundant . Then an increase in the North's industrial
demand leads to an increase in exports and to lower terms of trade, real
wages, and consumption of basics in the South if and only if the duality
condition holds in the South, c 2/D < 2w/PB . When L e 0, the condition
is c2/D< 2w/PB +L. Furthermore, if the rate of profit in the South is
sufficiently low that r < a, /D, an increase in exports lowers also total ex-
port revenues of the South.
The consumption of basics and of industrial goods increases simul-
taneously in the North provided industrial goods use little labor [a2(N)
small] and labor is rather unresponsive to the real wage [a(N) small] .
When c 2/D > 2w/PB , the results are positive : An increase in the North's
industrial demand leads to an increase in exports and to higher terms
of trade, real wages, and consumption of basics in the South. The sign
of c 2/D-2w/PB determines therefore whether the international market
transmits or hinders economic expansion across the two regions under
the conditions .
Proof. First, we study the relationship between the equilibrium price of
basics and the level of industrial demand of the North . Since Walras' law
is always satisfied in an equilibrium, pBB°+I ° =wL+rK, and by as-
sumption (2.18b), pBB°= wL, it follows that
ID= rK=Or2+rg
Across equilibria, therefore,
dr _ 1
dI° 2rO+K > 0
(3 .7)
Furthermore, from equation (2.3), across equilibria,
dr _ -a2
dpB D
<0.
Therefore, from equations (3 .7) and (3 .8), it follows that
(3 .8)
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dpB < 0,dID(N)
that is, an increase in the industrial demand in the North leads to a lower
price of basics at the new equilibrium .
We have already proved in Proposition 6 that (under the conditions)
a necessary and sufficient condition for a negative association of export
levels and the price of basics is duality in the South: c2/D < 2w/PB when
L = 0, or c2/D< 2w/PB +L when L ;~,- 0. Therefore, since pB is negatively
associated with ID(N), these two conditions are also necessary and suffi-
cient for an increase in exports and for a simultaneous decrease in the
terms of trade of the South, as the industrial demand in the North, ID(N),
increases. Since Proposition 6 showed that real wages and consumption
of basics in the South all decrease with the price of basics, this completes
the first part of the proof.
Next consider the condition on profits r <a,/D. By (2.18b) and Wal-
ras' law, imports of the South equal
s a, K - c, L a, c,X, (S)=I (S)-I (S)=rK-
D
= r- D)K+ DL .
It follows that, across equilibria,
dX°(S) _ _a, ~ dK cl dL
dpB r D dpB + D dpB
By assumption, r < a, ID ; since dK/dpB < 0 and dL/dpB > 0, it follows
that dX°(S)/dpB >0. The imports of the South decrease as the price of
basics drops, across equilibria .
By the balance-of-payments condition, total export revenues PBXB(S)
equal the value of imports X°(S) . Therefore, we have proved that when
c2 /D < 2w/PB , export revenues fall with a decrease in the price of basics,
across equilibria . The opposite happens when c2/D > 2w/PB : PB and ex-
port revenues increase .
Finally, under the conditions, the consumption of basics will increase
in the North following an expansion in industrial demand whenever a2 (N)
is small and a(N) is small, as proved in Proposition 5 .
The North-South model with fixedfactor endowments
The last two propositions in this section consider economies with fixed
factor endowments, that is, K=Kand L =L (a = a = 0) . The first prop-
osition refers to the North-South model, and the last two to its versions
11 and III .
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Figure 2. The North-South model with fixed factor endowments : The
production possibility frontier has a shaded piecewise linear boundary.
Across equilibria, the demand for industrial goods I° is constant and an
increase in the price of basics from pB to pa leads always to a drop in the
volume of exports XB. Note that domestic supply Bs remains constant,
but domestic demand for basics B° increases to B,D when the price of
basics increases from PB to Pe .
Proposition 8 . Consider a North-South model with fixed factor endow-
ments . In this case, a move to a new equilibrium with higher levels of ex-
ports always lowers the terms of trade and export revenues of the South
and leads also to lower real wages and consumption of basics in the South .
Figure 2 illustrates this result .'
Proof.- When a = 0 and (3 = 0, the cross-equilibria relation between ex-
ports and their price PB is
S_ c2 L-a2K wL+rK - ID(S)
XB
D PB
D=
C
C- W lL-Ca+rlK+I
D PB D PB PB
Substituting w and r, one obtains
XS_ c~L-a,K + ID(S)
B DPB PB
so that
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dXB _ a~K-c1L ID(S)
dPB DPa PB
which is always negative since a,K > CI L [see, e.g ., equation (2 .20)] . As
the price of basics drops, the real wage drops as well . Also, the consump-
tion of basic goods, BD=(wL+rK - ID(S))/PB, decreases when L is large
since dBDIdPB is dominated by the expression L(d(w1PB)/dPB ), which
is positive .
Proposition 9. Consider a North-South model II with fixed factor en-
dowments in the South . Then a move to an equilibrium with increased
exports of the wage good leads always to a drop in the South's terms of
trade. It also leads to a drop in real wages and in the consumption of the
wage good in the South. However, in the new equilibrium, the South im-
ports more industrial goods .
Proof. In the North-South model II, we have X's=(c 2L-a2K)/D-
wlPBL, that is,
XS
c2 -
w
L- a2
K .
B-(D PBl D
By substitution from equation (2.21), this equals XB = (c 1 /PBD)L -
a2 K/D, so that dXB/dPB= -cl L/PB D, which is always negative . There-
fore, a move to an equilibrium with increased exports of the wage good
leads always to a decrease in their price, PB . Since w/PB = c2/D-C/PBD,
the real wage decreases, and domestic demand for wages goods, being
BD=wL/PB=(c2/D -cl/PBD)L, also decreases as dBDIdPB=cl LIPBD >
0. Finally, we show that imports of industrial goods increase . Consider
the domestic demand for industrial goods in the South: In this case, this is
ID= rK. Since PB decreases following the export expansion, the new equi-
librium profits r are higher, by equation (2.4). Therefore, industrial de-
mand ID(S) increases in the South . However, since factor endowments
are constant, industrial supply IS has not changed. Therefore, the higher
level demand of industrial goods at the new equilibrium must be due to
increased imports of industrial goods.
The last proposition in this section substitutes the demand specification
(2 .18) by (2.18c), that is, demand from basics derives both from wages
and from capital income:
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BD =-ywL+Xrk, -y,X<i,
PB
and at least one positive in the South . All other equations remain un-
changed. We call this the North-South model 111 .
Proposition 10 . Consider the North-South model III where the demand
for basics derives both from labor and capital income and from fixed fac-
tor endowments (L =L, K=K) . If all capital income is spent on the basic
good B, increasing the volume of exports leads always to better terms of
trade but to lower domestic consumption of basics . If demand for basics
comes both from labor and capital income, the terms of trade may increase
or decrease as exports expand . Their response depends on the sign of the
expression
and
Proof: In the South, across equilibria,
4 Stability
XB=Bs -B°= ~ZL-
a2K-C~
w
L+XrR
dXBs - -L 'Yc'2 +a2 AK.
dPB DPB D
D D PB
L(D PB -K(D
+Xrl
=L(
D
(1 _'Y)+ Dcl
)_,(a
D
(1 _PB ,)+, D ),
PB
When y= 0, dXB/DPB> 0. When X= 0, dXB/dPB < 0, as in Proposi-
tion 9. The sign of dXB/dPB is that of a2 XK-(ycI /PB)L. Finally, note
that (dB°ldPB) < 0 when B° = rK.
This section studies the stability of the North-South model and discusses
several comments that address this issue.
It was shown in Chichilnisky (1981) that the North-South model is stable
under the conditions of Propositions 2 and 3 . Arrow (1981) pointed out
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that individual equilibria are stable in the usual sense of general equilibri-
um theory .9 Heal and McLeod extended and generalized the 1981 stability
results to a wide family of adjustment processes that contain, as a special
case, the process in Chichilnisky (1981) . Other commentators (e.g ., Gun-
ning, Findlay, Bhagwati, Srinivasan, Ranney, and Saavedra) proposed
an adjustment process quite different from that in Chichilnisky (1981),
but these authors nevertheless all agree on the stability of the model. 9
For a discussion of stability, we must now define our disequilibrium ad-
justment process . This is necessary because the previous sections studied
only moves from one equilibrium to another, and no information has
been given so far that could be used to decide whether shocking the sys-
tem away from one equilibrium would make it return to the equilibrium
or not. All equations given so far are equilibrium relations . For instance,
each proposition of Sections 2 and 3 assumes that profits are zero, namely,
that commodity prices are linear combinations of factor prices, given by
the commodity-factor price equations:
PB =a,W+Cr, PI =a2w+c2r, (4 .1)
or the equivalent inverse equations, the factor-commodity price relations :
x'=(PBC2-C)ID, r=(a, -PBa2)lD.
Profits must be zero in equilibrium because the North-South model has
constant returns to scale, and the producers are competitive. But profits
are typically not zero during an adjustment process that leads from a dis-
equilibrium position to an equilibrium . Classical studies of stability in
constant returns-to-scale economies such as Samuelson (1949) and Arrow
and Hurwicz (1963) use profits as a driving force in the adjustment pro-
cesses : In disequilibrium, producers increase output when profits are pos-
itive, and they decrease it when profits are negative . More recently, Mas-
Colell (1974) has studied Walrasian stability in a constant returns-to-scale
economy that is very similar, indeed an enlarged version of the model pre-
sented here. He too uses profits as a driving force in the adjustment pro-
cess, a process he attributes to Walras : Profits in his model are only zero
at equilibrium . Similarly, the adjustment process of Chichilnisky (1981,
1984) and the more general processes in Heal and McLeod (1984) all have
nonzero profits in disequilibrium and, indeed, these profits play an impor-
tant role in the adjustment process . In all of these adjustment processes,
therefore, the commodity-factor price equations (4.1) do not hold out-
side of an equilibrium .
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This point is worth noting because some commentators, that is, Find-
lay, Bhagwati, Srinivasan, and Ranney, use a different process, one in
which profits are assumed to be identically zero at every disequilibrium
point even while commodity markets adjust . They assume that the zero
profit commodity-factor price relations (4 .1) hold at every disequilibrium
position of the commodity markets. Formally, the process used by these
commentators cannot be Walrasian because the price equations (4.1) im-
ply that factor prices are continuously varying as functions of good prices,
even though their factor markets are continuously at an equilibrium, and
excess demand in these markets is always zero : In a Walrasian process,
there can be no price changes in markets that remain with zero excess
demand . The process used by these commentators, which assumes zero
profits at every disequilibrium point, rules out those processes of Samuel-
son, Arrow and Hurwicz, Mas-Colell, and Heal and McLeod, all of which
assume nonzero profits outside of equilibrium . It also rules out the pro-
cess of Chichilnisky (1981), so that these authors are working on a differ-
ent model altogether .
We now define the process given in the appendix of Chichilnisky (1981) .
First, we study one region, and then we study both North and South. The
North-South model has four markets in each region, for capital, labor,
basics, and industrial goods . A typical Walrasian adjustment requires that
market prices be positively associated with the excess demand in that mar-
ket . Therefore, for each (disequilibrium) price vector p = (pa, PI , w, r),
we assume
Pb =DB(p)-SB(p), Pi= DI (p)-Sl(p),
iv= DL (p)-SL(p), r=DK(p)-SK(p),
(4.2)
where the letters D and S preceding a variable indicate (disequilibrium)
demand and supply, respectively . This notation is deliberately different
from that for equilibrium supply and demand and also different from the
notation in the appendix of Chichilnisky (1981) so as to avoid confusion
between, for example, the equilibrium level of demand B° and the de-
mandfunction for basics DB(p) .
To avoid the technicalities of a four-dimensional dynamical system,
we assume, in a fashion analogous to Arrow and Hahn (1971, Chapter 12)
and to much of the trade literature, that some of the markets are always
at an equilibrium and that the burden of adjustment lies on the other
markets. Factor markets are assumed always to clear DL = SL and DK =
SK; by (4.2), this implies w = r = 0. Also, since industrial goods are the
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numeraire, p, is identically equal to 1, so that P, = 0. The market for ba-
sics is therefore the only one in which price and quantity adjustments take
place along the adjustment process, following the differential equation
PB=DB(p)- SB(p) .
The next step is to define the supply and demand functions SB (p) and
DB(p) for all disequilibrium prices . This includes, in particular, price vec-
tors p= (PB, l, w, r) where profits are not zero, that is, where the com-
modity-factor price equations (4.1) do not necessarily hold . Such a sup-
ply function has not been defined previously in this chapter, and we do so
now . Note that as the North-South model has constant returns to scale,
profit maximization conditions do not determine standard supply func-
tions independently from demand considerations : Disequilibrium supply
functions are not well defined with constant returns to scale [see, e .g .,
Arrow and Hahn (1971), Chapter 12, Section 10] . Several alternatives are
possible, and we follow one that appears reasonable . For any given price
vector p = (pB, l, w, r), we use the factor supply equations
SL(p)=aw/PB+L and SK(p)=Or+K
to determine the level of factors supplied at p. Since factor markets al-
ways clear, supplies of labor and capital must match demand,
SL(p)=DL(p)=L(p) and SK(p)=DK(p)=K(p),
and thus we obtain the level of capital and labor employed at price p . If
firms use their factors efficiently, this means that at the (disequilibrium)
price vector p, supply of B is
c2L(p)-a2K(p) c2 w a2SB(p) = D = D Ca-+Ll- D ((3r+K) .pB
(4.3)
This defines the supply function for basics at any (disequilibrium) price
vector p.
We now define the demand function for basics DB(p) and for indus-
trial goods DI(p) for any price vector p. These definitions must be con-
sistent with Walras' law, which states that at any (disequilibrium) price p,
the value of expenditures equals the value of income:
p,DB(p)+DI(p)=wL(p)+rK(p)+IZ(p), (4 .4)
where II(p) denotes profits at p. Recall that unit profits at the price vec-
tor p are given by pB -a, w- c, r in the B sector and 1- a2w-c2 r in the I
sector . Total profits n(p) are therefore equal to
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and are generally not zero outside an equilibrium.
The disequilibrium demandfunction for basics DB (p) was defined on
page 190 of Chichilnisky (1981) [denoted BD(p)] as
that is,
H(p) =SB(PB-a lw-cl r)+SI(1-a2w-Cr) (4.5)
PBDB(P)=WL(P)+rK(p) -ID(P),
w 2 wL+rK Or2 ID
DI(p) =ID+II(p) .
PB PB PB PB
(4.6)
where wand r are the equilibrium values and ID is the constant defined in
equation (2.17) .
By Walras' law, this definition of DB(p) is equivalent to defining the
(disequilibrium) demand function for industrial goods DI (p) as
(4.7)
Therefore, the definition of DB in the appendix of Chichilnisky (1981)
implies that profits H(p) are always spent in the industrial sector . In par-
ticular, since profits are nonzero and an increasing function of PB in dis-
equilibrium, DI(p) is not a constant out of equilibrium ; rather it is an
increasing function of PB, or equivalently DI(p) is downward sloping in
the relative price of p,, as stated in Chichilnisky (1981, p. 168) . This is
worth noting because some of the commentators (e .g ., Findlay, 1984a, b;
Srinivasan and Bhagwati, 1984) drew a vertical disequilibrium demand
function for industrial goods; that is, they postulated that in disequilibri-
um, industrial demand is always a constant ID. This is not correct since, as
seen above, a constant demand function for I would contradict Walras'
law and the definition of the demand for B in Chichilnisky (1981, p . 190) .
We define now the disequilibrium supplyfunction for industrial goods
in analogy with the supply of basics [equation (4 .3)] . At a disequilibrium
price p = (PB, l, w, r), let
a,K(p)-c 1 L(p) a]	 w
SI(P)= D
= D (/3r+K)-D a( PB
+L . (4.8)
)
By construction, Walras' law is satisfied, that is, the value of excess de-
mand is equal to zero .
Having defined the supply and demand functions for basics and indus-
trial goods, we may now compute whether the system is stable in a neigh-
borhood of one equilibrium . To study stability in the neighborhood of
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one equilibrium, p* = (p*, 1, w*, r*) under the adjustment process de-
fined above, one considers a shock to p*. From equation (4 .2), the factor
prices w and r must remain at the equilibrium values during a Walrasian
adjustment process (tiv = r = 0) because factor markets have been assumed
to clear at all times . 10 From here on, I shall therefore assume that w= w*
and r = r* . Stability in a neighborhood of one equilibrium requires that
all the eigenvalues of the Jacobian of the system (4.2) have negative real
parts. This Jacobian is the 4x 4 matrix of the partial derivatives of the
four functions DB(p)-SB(p), DI(p)-SI(p), DL(p)-SL(p), and
DK(p)-SK(p) with respect to the four variables PB, p,, w, and r. How-
ever, since,6, = tiv = r = 0, the matrix has only one nonzero term, which is
the partial derivative of the excess demand for basics with respect to the
price of basics, that is, a/aPB[DB(p)-SB(p)] . For stability, this partial
derivative must be negative .
From the above definitions of supply and demand [equations (4 .3) and
(4 .6)], we have, for any (disequilibrium) price p, the expression for ex-
cess demand for basics:
wL(P)+rK(p)-ID -
D L(p)+ a2K(P), (4 .9)DB(P)-SB(P)= pB
-
which by the definition of supply of labor and capital in disequilibrium is
equal to a(w/pB)2 +0(r 2/pB)+w/PB(L-ace/D)+r(Oa2/D+K/PB)+
(Ka2-Lc2)/D-ID/PB. For stability, the partial derivative of the excess
demand function DB(p)-SB(p) with respect to PB must be negative,
that is,
R D8 aw wL
(DB(p)-SB(P))= (c2/D-2WIPB)-
-
z
2
- K2 + I2aPB PB PB PB PB PB
When a is sufficiently large, the term aw/PB(c2/D-2w/PB) dominates
the expression (4.10) . Therefore, the B market is stable when the duality
condition c2/D < 2w/PB is satisfied. This is, of course, the stability con-
dition on pages 190-191 of Chichilnisky (1981) and is also the condition
obtained by Heal and McLeod (1984) in their adjustment process of Sec-
tion 4.1 .
It is now immediate to show stability in the industrial goods market,
for which it is required that the partial derivative a/ap,(DI(p)-SI(p))
be positive . This is a direct application of Walras' law . Since the value of
excess demand is zero, that is, PB(DB(p)-SB(p))+DI(p)-SI(p)=0,
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it follows that
a DI(P)-SI(p) a
aPB
(DI(p)-SI(p))=
Pa
- apB (DB(p)-SB(p))
.
Near an equilibrium, DI(p)-SI(p) is close to zero, and therefore
(a/apB)(DI (p)- SI (p)) is indeed positive when a/ap,(DB (p) -SB(p)) <
0 . Thus the marketfor industrial goods is also stable when a is large and
c2/D < 2w/PB. Figures 3 and 4 reproduce numerically the disequilibrium
supply and demand equations for B and for I for a simulation of the
model with initial parameter values satisfying the above conditions .
These figures illustrate stability of both markets .
We have therefore proved the stability results in Chichilnisky (1981) :
Proposition 11 . [Appendix 2, Chichilnisky (1981)] . Under the Walrasian
adjustment process P=DB(p)-SB(p) of Chichilnisky (1981), the econ-
omy of the South is stable when a is large and c2 /D < 2w/PB .
Proof: See the preceding text starting from equation (4.6) to the state-
ment of this proposition .
As mentioned above, the process in Chichilnisky (1981) assumes that
ID =ID+I1(p) : Profits are spent in the I sector . Heal and McLeod (1984)
have studied more general adjustment processes for the North-South mod-
el, in particular, one where a proportion X of profits is spent on basics
and the rest on industrial goods . For each (disequilibrium ) price vector
p = (PB, l, w, r), this changes the demand equation (4.6) for basics into
DB(p)- wL(p)+rK(p) -ID + XII(P)
PB PB
WL(p)+rK(p)-ID SB(p)(PB -a,w -c,r)X
PB PB
Since SB(p)=(c2L(p)-a2K(p))/D, we obtain
w X c2 a,w c2 c,r
DB(P) =L(P)C-+-Cc2- -
PB D PB PB
r a2a,w a2c,r ID
+K(P)
IPB
-D Cat- PB PB ~~ PB .
Therefore, the new excess demandfunction for basics DB (p) - SB (p) is
1 .730-
1 .725-
1 .721-
1 .720-
1 .715-
1 .710
PB
WDB=DB(S)+DB(N)
WSB=SB(S)+SB(N)
B
1 .80-
1 . 75
1 .72
1 .70-
1 .65-
WDI=DI(S)+DI(N)
- - - - - - - - - - - - - ---- - - - - -
WSI=SI(S)+SI(S)
3 .34 3 .36 3 .38 3 .40
	
10 .50 10.75 11
Figure 3 . [Left] Simulation of the world's disequilibrium supply and demand curves : world market for basics . Curves were
simulated from the given data set at the equilibrium corresponding to ID(N) = 7.0 . WSB = world disequilibrium supply of
basics ; WDB = world disequilibrium demand for basics . The world market for basics is stable when a(S) is large, and c2/D <
2w/PB in the South, Proposition 12, Section 4 . WSB = SB(N) + SB(S) ; WDB = DB(N) + DB(S); slope of WSB = -0.38,
slope of WDB = -0.22 .
Figure 4 . [Right] Simulation of the world's disequilibrium supply and demand curves : world market for industrial goods .
Curves were simulated from the given data set at the equilibrium corresponding to ID(N)=7.0 . WSI=world disequilibrium
supply of industrial goods ; WDI =world disequilibrium demand for industrial goods . The world market for industrial goods
is also stable, under the conditions of Proposition 12, Section 4 . WSI=SI(N)+Sl(S), WDI= DI (N)+DI(S) ; slope of
WSI=2.27, slope of WDI=0.29 .
B
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rwPB
(X - 1)c2 __X c2a 1 w c2c,r
DB(p)-SB(p)=L(p)L-+ D D ( PB + Pe ~_
r (X-11))a2 X a2 a 1 w a 1 c 1 r
+K(p) IP - D -D ( PB + PB
ID
PB
Therefore, when a is sufficiently large, this excess demand function is
dominated by the terms in a, that is, by
a[CpB/2+
x'
PBD
l)cz _
pBD (Ca,
w+c2c,r)J,
and thus the sign of the partial derivative of the excess demand function
for basics with respect to their price is that of
2w2 (1 - X)c2 w 2Xw
a -
pe
+
pBD
+ peD (c2a,w+c2c1r)I
Since all the terms in X are positive, it follows that the larger is X, that is,
the higher the proportion of profits spent on basics, the more positive is
the expression above, and the less likely is stability. When A= 0, all profits
are spent on the industrial good, and we recover the results of Chichilnisky
(1981) : The aboveexpression reduces then to aw/pe(C/D-2w/PB ), which
is negative when the duality condition C2ID< 2w/PB is satisfied . There-
fore, the most favorable case for stability is when profits are allocated to
the industrial sector, and the adjustment process in Chichilnisky (1981)
summarized in Proposition 11 above is the one most favorable to stable
markets .
It was also stated in Chichilnisky (1981, p. 191) that the world market
for basics was stable under the same conditions, but this was not proved
there . We provide a proof now :
Proposition 12 . Consider the Walrasian adjustment process for the world
economy described above, where the price of basics rises with the world
excess demand for basics : JOB =WDB(p)-WSB(p) . Then the world econ-
omy is stable when the economy of the South has abundant labor [a(S)
large] and dual technologies (C2ID< aw/PB) .
Proof. Consider a trade equilibrium in the North-South model where
the equilibrium exports of the South, XS(S), are matched by equilibrium
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imports of the North, -B(N), and the equilibrium exports of the North,
S;(N), are matched by equilibrium imports of the South, S,°(S) .
There are now six markets : Two markets for commodities, basics and
industrial goods, and four markets for factors, capital and labor in each
region . Note that since factors are not traded internationally, they consti-
tute different markets in each region : A price vector is now p = (PB, p,,
w(S), w(N), r(S), r(N)) . AWalrasian adjustment process is now described
by prices increasing with the world excess demand.-
16B =DB(S)(p)-SB(S)(p)+DB(N)(p)-SB(N)(p)=WEDB(p),
Pi =DI(S)(p)-SI(S)(p)+DI(N)(p)-SI(N)(p)=WEDB(p),
tiv(S)=DL(S)(p)-SL(S)(p), r(S) =DK(S)(p)-SK(S)(p),
fv(N)=DL(N)(p)-SL(N)(p), t(N) =DK(N)(p)-SK(N)(p) .
As before, we assume that all factors markets clear and that industrial
goods are the numeraire, so that bI = ti~(S) = r(S) = r(N) = 0. Therefore,
wages and profits always remain at their equilibrium levels, and we only
need to prove that the first differential equation in JOB leads to stability.
Supply of basics is defined in the same way as before . For any disequilib-
rium price vector, we obtain one supply function for each region :
and
DB(S)(p) = (c2 (S)L(S)(p)-a2(S)K(S)(p))/D(S)
SB(N)(p) = (c2 (N)L(N)(p)-a2(N)K(N)(p))/D(N),
where in each region
K(p)=SK(p)=(3r+K and L(p)=SL(p)=aw/PB+L
for each (disequilibrium) price vector p = (PB, l, w(S), w(N), r(S), r(N)) .
Next we define the world demand for basics at any (disequilibrium)
price p . In each region Walras' law is now
PBDB(p)+DI(p)=wL(p)+rK(p)+rl(p)+NX,
where NX denotes net export revenues at price p. This implies that at any
price vector p, the demand function for basics in each region is now
DB(p)=LWL(p)+rK(p) - I°(p)IIPB+A(NXIpB),
where t is the proportion of net export revenues allocated to the B sector .
Here we have assumed as before that DI(p) =I°+II(p), so that profits
are spent in the industrial goods .
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At an equilibrium, net export revenues NX are, of course, zero : This is
the balance-of-payments condition. Outside of an equilibrium, however,
NX need not be zero . However, the world's net export revenues, which
are the sum of the North's and the South's, NX(N)+NX(S), must be
zero . In particular, when w(S) =jt(N), that is, when the same proportion
of export revenues goes to basics in both regions,
/t(NX(N)/PB)+j,(NX(S)/PB)=0 .
Therefore, the world excess demand for basics (WEDB), which is the
sum of the North's and the South's, does not contain any term in NX.
We obtain
WEDB(p)=(DB(N) (p)+DB(S) (p)) -(SB(N) (p)+SB(S)(p))
_ ( w )2r(O z w (L-UC2 Oaz Ka + +- +r +-
PB Pa PB D D pB
+
Kaz_Lcz - I° +a(N)C
w(N) )'+ O(N) r(N)z
D z PB PB PB
w(N) cx(N)cz (N) ~3(N)az (N) K(N)
PB+ CL(N) D(N) ~+r(N) ~ D(N) + PB )
+ K(N)az(N) -L(N)cz(N) - ID(N) (4 .12)D(N)2 PB
where all the parameters are for the South unless otherwise indicated.
We may now study the stability of the world market for basics, that is,
the sign of the partial derivative of WEDB(p) with respect to the pricepB:
a (WEDB(p)) = a
w cz - 2w /3r z Lw+rK
-
I
aPB Pa (D PB )Pa
+
Pa
+a(N)
w(N) C2 (N) - 2w(N) - ~3(N)(r(N))z
PB D(N) PB PB
L(N)w(N)+r(N)K(N)
- +
I(N)
z z ,PB PB
where all parameters, unless otherwise indicated, are for the South. Equa-
tion (4 .13) shows that when a(S) is sufficiently large in the South, so that
the terms in x(S) dominate, (a/apB)WEDB(p) has the sign of the ex-
pression cxwlpB(cz/D-2wlpB) in the South . Therefore, when C2/D<
2w/pB in the South, the world market for basics is stable . As in the one-
region case, the world market for industrial goods is also stable from
Walras' law. We have thus proved Proposition 12 .
(4 .13)
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To summarize: the adjustment process defined in Chichilnisky (1981)
was analyzed in detail and extended to the two-region economy. It was
shown to yield Walrasian stability under the conditions postulated in Chi-
chilnisky (1981) . This process has an element in common with the process
defined in Arrow and Hahn (1971) for constant returns-to-scale economies:
Some of the markets (in our case, factor markets) are always in equilibri-
um. It also has an element in common with the processes defined in Sam-
uelson (1949), Arrow and Hurwicz (1963), Mas-Colell (1974), and Heal
and McLeod (1984) : There are nonzero profits outside of an equilibrium,
and these have indeed a nontrivial role in determining the stability of the
model.
A final task is to compare the stability process in Chichilnisky (1981)
with the comments of Findlay, Bhagwati, Srinivasan, Ranney, and Saav-
edra . All these comments are based on a particular adjustment process
initially proposed by Findlay, as pointed out by Srinivasan and Bhagwati
(1984), a process that is quite different from that in Chichilnisky (1981) .
Yet, with this different process, these authors still obtain stability of the
model (for details, see note 9) .
Figures 2 and 3 of Bhagwati and Srinivasan [first proposed by Findlay
(1984)] are useful for this task . They state that (disequilibrium) demand
for industrial goods is constant, that is, DI (p) =1D, and therefore that the
(disequilibrium) demand function for industrial goods is a vertical line .
Yet we know from equation (4 .7) that the disequilibrium demand for in-
dustrial goods must necessarily be DI =I°+II(p) (otherwise Walras' law
is violated) and therefore DI (p) is definitely not a constant function be-
cause profits II(p) are not zero outside an equilibrium and indeed vary
with p. The conclusions drawn by these authors, derived from their as-
sumption that DI is a constant, are therefore inapplicable to the North-
South model because they violate Walras' law . Their assumptions require
that profits be always zero outside an equilibrium, that is, equations (4 .1).
The same problem appears in Findlay and Srinivasan and Bhagwati's
analysis of the market for basics . The downward-sloping cross-equilibria
curve XB is confused there with a disequilibrium excess supply curve in
the usual sense, that is, with the curve SB (S)- DB(S), defined in (4 .9) and
in page 190 of Chichilnisky (1981) . Yet the curves XB and SB(S) - DB (S )
are very different indeed : In fact, one is downward sloping precisely when
the other is upward sloping : When c2/D < 2w/PB, as shown in Proposi-
tion 2, dXB/dPB is negative, while a/aPB(SB(S)-DB(S)) is positive, as
shown in Proposition 11 . Obviously Xs is not an excess supply curve in
the usual sense: This was pointed out in Arrow (1981) as well ." The cor-
rect disequilibrium excess demand for basics in (4 .9) has nonzero profits
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outside an equilibrium . However, since in equilibrium profits are neces-
sarily zero and the two approaches differ only in the value of profits, the
two approaches give exactly the same set of equilibria . This explains why
all these comments agree on the whole with the comparative statics re-
sults of Chichilnisky (1981), which study properties of the set of equilibria .
That is, there is agreement on the facts that the export volumes of the
South are negatively associated to their price and that higher values of in-
dustrial demand in the North lead to lower prices and higher volumes of
exports of basic goods from the South (when a is large and CZ/D< 2w/PB
in the South). There is also agreement on the fact that the model is stable,
even though stability is defined differently by some of the commentators
(see note 9) .
The differences that arise are therefore rather minor . Neither the sta-
bility nor the comparative statics results are questioned . The only point
at stake is the interpretation of how the comparative statics results arise,
which is only natural since the adjustment process has been changed .
The difference of interpretation is most acute when some of these au-
thors state that a drop in the South's terms of trade following an expan-
sion of the industrial demand in the North, "must follow from a decrease
in the North's demand for basics ." 12 This is incorrect . Both Propositions
3 and 5 of Section 3 and Theorem 1 in Heal and McLeod (1984) show that
the terms of trade of the South drop even with an increase in (domestic or
international) demand for basics in the North . This point has also been
substantiated by the simulation reported in Heal and McLeod, Section 3,
Table 2, where the demand for basics in the North rises and the equilib-
rium price of basics drops. Furthermore, the appendix to this essay also
shows numerically that an increase in the demand for basics in the North,
DB(N), accompanied by a positive shift in the excess demand for basics
of the North, WD (which intersects Ys from above), lead to a drop in the
price of basics, PB, and in the purchasing power of the South . This is due
to the fact that there is also a positive shift in the excess supply curve of
the South when I° increases in the North . The point is simple : In a gen-
eral equilibrium context, a change in an exogenous parameter leads typi-
cally to simultaneous changes in excess supply and excess demand curves,
so that even in stable markets, an outward shift in excess demand may be
accompanied by a lower new equilibrium price .
It is easy to trace the source of the erroneous conclusion that a drop in
the price of basics must be due to a drop in the North's demands for ba-
sics . It derives from the confusion of the cross-equilibrium curve Ys de-
fined in Proposition 2 with the actual excess supply curve of basics of the
PB
1 .72
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1 .624
Figure 5. International market for basic goods. This figure reproduces
Figure 2(b) in Chichilnisky (1981), where the curves have been computed
numerically from the basic data set . For ID(N)=7 .0, we obtain WD,
and for ID(N)= 7.1, we obtain (WD)'. Slope of XB = -0.9, slope of
WD=-1.1, slope of (WD)'=-1.1 .
South, defined in the appendix of Chichilnisky (1981) and in equation (4.9).
The erroneous conclusion that a drop in the price of basics must be due
to a drop in the North's demand for basics derives from a partial equilib-
rium view in which only one curve shifts at a time (e.g ., excess demand
for the North) and in which the zero-profit cross-equilibrium relation XB
is confused with an (unmovable) excess supply curve. Walrasian stability
of the model, in which we all agree, would in this erroneous partial equi-
librium view lead to an excess demand curve that meets XB from above
and must shift downward to reach a lower new equilibrium price. How-
ever, when the curve Ys is seen properly as an equilibrium locus, and it
is understood that the excess supply and demand curves both shift with
ID(N), this partial equilibrium interpretation collapses .
Propositions 3 and 5 and the numerical simulations in the appendix
show clearly that the terms of trade of the South drop after an increase
ID(N) even when the North's demand for basics is higher (i .e ., shifts out-
ward) at the new equilibrium . This occurs within a Walrasian stable mar-
ket because both demand and supply curves vary simultaneously when
ID(N) increases . Figure 2b in Chichilnisky (1981) illustrates this fact . This
figure is reproduced from a numerical simulation of the model in the ap-
pendix (Figs. 5 and 6) . In a Walrasian stable market, a drop in the price
of basics will clearly follow an upward shift in demand for basics when
the supply curve for basics shifts sufficiently . This is precisely what was
shown in Chichilnisky (1981) . When the equilibrium value of industrial
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1 .72
1 .67
1 .62-
WD Ws
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Figure 6. Simulation of XB as a locus of equilibria in the international
market for basic goods . WD =DB(N)-SB(N), WS =SB(S)-DB(S),
WD and WS correspond to I°(N)=7.0 . (WD)' and (WS)' correspond
to I°(N) = 7.1 . The curve Xa is computed from arange of different val-
ues of I °(N), which are of course associated to different equilibrium
prices PB. Slope of WD = -1 .1, slope of WS =1, slope of (WD)'= -1.1,
slope of (WS)'=1 .6, slope of XB = -0-9-
demand in the North I°(N) increases, both supply and demand curves
for basics shift . This is because at the new ID(N), a new equilibrium set
of prices emerges (pa, l, w*, r*), the only set of prices compatible with
the new ID(N) . From the definitions of the supply and demand functions
for basics [equations (4.3) and (4 .6)], it is clear that both of these func-
tions shift at the new equilibrium. Obviously, when both demand and
supply shift simultaneously, an increase in demand may be accompanied
by lower prices, within aWalrasian stable market . This is what was shown
to happen in Chichilnisky (1981, Propositions 3 and 5) and in the appen-
dix to this chapter.
In sum: the curve XB is a cross-equilibrium locus of export volumes
and export prices and not a disequilibrium excess supply curve valid for
testing Walrasian stability. This was pointed out clearly in Chichilnisky
(1981) and in Arrow (1981) (see note 11). The use of XB as an excess supply
curve is not appropriate for testing Walrasian stability because it requires
profits to be zero outside of an equilibrium, that is, the use of price equa-
tions (4 .1) outside an equilibrium. In addition, when price equations are
assumed to be satisfied at all times, factor prices are continuously varying
as functions of goods prices, even though the factor markets are continu-
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ously at an equilibrium and the excess demand in these markets is always
zero, whereas in a Walrasian adjustment process, there can be no price
changes in a market that remains with zero excess demand . The disequi-
librium excess supply of the South, SB(S)-DB(S), was defined in Ap-
pendix 2 of Chichilnisky (1981) and in equation (4 .9) above and is clearly
very different from XB.
A numerical simulation of the model produces Figure 2(b) of Chichil-
nisky (1981) with the proper excess supply function of the South, S=
SB(S)-DB(S) (see Figs . 5 and 6) . These figures show XB as the locus of
the intersections of two curves : the (disequilibrium) excess demand curve
of the north, WD, and the (disequilibrium) excess supply curve of the
South, WS, at different equilibria . Stability is therefore perfectly consis-
tent with a downward-sloping cross-equilibrium relation XB met from
above by the North's excess demand curve, WD, that is, with Figure 2(b)
in Chichilnisky (1981) . How the North's excess demand curve WD meets
XB is totally irrelevant for stability ; what matters for stability is only how
each excess demand of the North, WD, crosses the corresponding excess
supply of the South, WS . Since each excess demand WD is downward
sloping and the corresponding excess supply WS is upward sloping, an
equilibrium is obviously stable (see Figs . 5 and 6) .
5 Conclusions and empirical studies
This chapter summarizes and extends the model and results of Chichil-
nisky (1981, 1984) .
Section 2 establishes uniqueness of the solutions and computes an equi-
librium explicitly .
Section 3 gives straightforward proofs of Propositions 1, 2, and 3 in
Chichilnisky (1981) . It also obtains new, more general propositions about
the effects of an export expansion . Necessary and sufficient conditions are
given for positive and negative outcomes of an export expansion for the
South. These conditions are on the internal structures of the economies,
technologies, factor endowments, and initial levels of trade and do not
depend on international elasticities of demand . Outcomes are in general
negative when
(a) labor is abundant and there is "duality," that is, C2 ID < 2w/PB;
(b) the country exports a wage good and there is duality; or
(c) factor endowments are fixed and the country exports a wage
good .
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We also considered cases where demand for the export good comes from
capital income or from a combination of capital and wage incomes. Sim-
ilar results obtain .
Under certain conditions, following an export expansion of the South,
the North consumes simultaneously more of both goods. In contrast, the
South's terms of trade, export revenues, and consumption all decrease .
There is therefore a transfer of welfare from the South to the North, work-
ing its way through the operation of competitive international markets .
The effects of an export expansion typically become positive when the
South is more "homogeneous," c2ID > 2w/PB. The conditions for posi-
tive outcomes depend on the initial volume of exports because the sign of
the expression c2 ID- 2w/PB changes as real wages adjust to the new ex-
port levels . Therefore, the results address the problem of whether to in-
crease or decrease exports rather than a choice between trade and autar-
chy. Domestic policies may be used to alter the sign of this expression,
c2/D-2w/PB , or the responsiveness of labor to real wage, leading to a
more positive environment for export-led strategies .
Section 4 discussed stability. It summarized the adjustment process in
Chichilnisky (1981) and generalized it to a two-region economy . This sec-
tion shows the role of profits in the stability of the model and discusses in
this context several comments on the 1981 results .
The model introduced in 1981 and developed further above shows that
under certain conditions an expansion of labor-intensive exports leads to
disadvantageous outcomes for the South, even when this is associated to
an expansion of the North's demand for basics . The critical conditions
concern the domestic structure of the South's economy as reflected by the
inequality c2/D: w/PB, and the responsiveness of labor supplies to real
wages . To evaluate the basic structure of the model and to test its implica-
tions for particular cases, a sequence of econometric case studies has been
undertaken . The first of these is reported in Chichilnisky, Heal, and Po-
divinsky (1983) . This deals with trade between Sri Lanka and the United
Kingdom, which is characterized by the exchange of primary products
(mainly tea) for industrial goods.
For this empirical implementation, the equilibrium equations of the
North-South model in Section 2 were treated (in reduced form) as de-
scribing the long-run steady state of a dynamic system . The system was
then assumed to adjust toward this steady-state configuration by a partial
adjustment process, in which it adjusts in each period to remove a frac-
tion of the deviations of its variables from their equilibrium values . This
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is a standard time series implementation of an equilibrium or steady-state
model.
The resulting system of nonlinear simultaneous equations was esti-
mated using a twenty-five-year data series by both nonlinear FIML and
three-stage least squares . Full details of the results are contained in Chi
chilnisky et al . (1983) : These results confirmed that a dynamic adaptation
of the model defined by the equations in Section 2 can provide a good sta-
tistical explanation of patterns of trade between Sri Lanka and the United
Kingdom and their relationship to technologies and factor prices . The case
study also established that in Sri Lanka, where labor is certainly abundant,
the inequality c2 /D < 2w/PB held for every year but one in the sample pe-
riod 1952-80 . In view of Propositions 2 and 3 above, this implies that dur-
ing the sample period a change in demand in the United Kingdom that led
to an expansion of Sri Lanka's exports would lead in statistical terms to a
reduction in Sri Lanka's real wages and terms of trade. Statistical analysis
of the data confirms this result . The case study thus confirms both the ap-
propriateness of the general structure of the model and the potential im-
portance of the domestic structural issues that it highlights.
A second empirical study was undertaken in Chichilnisky and McLeod
(1984) for the case of Argentina and the United States . Here the economet-
ric analysis was restricted to the estimation of the exogenous parameters of
the model, in particular the factor supply equations. The model was then
simulated on the basis of the estimations of these parameters . An empirical
study of export levels and of terms of trade and real wages was undertaken
simultaneously. The results showed that when the inequality c2 /D < 2w/PB
was satisfied (plus or minus a standard deviation), terms of trade were neg-
atively associated with export volumes; otherwise, the association was sta-
tistically positive . Similar results were obtained with respect to changes in
the real wages. The model used for Argentina and the United States was
North-South 11 since Argentina exports a wage good, which is labor inten-
sive (agricultural products) .
Appendix
The first few sections of this appendix contain a program in BASIC for
solving the model, and the results of several computer runs that repro-
duce numerically the comparative statics propositions in Section 3 and
the stability results in Section 4 . These were produced by Eduardo-Jose
Chichilnisky .
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a Computer code names for the variables and parameters
Variables and parameters
(North and South)
Computer
South
code
North
a MS MN
(3 NS NN
a, A1 A3
aZ A2 A4
C C1 C3
cz C2 C4
L LS L (not LN)
K KS KN
D DS DN
A AS AN
V VS VN
C CS CN
W WS WN
r RS RN
L L1 L2
KS K1 K2
B° B3 B4
BS B1 B2
I° 13 14
Is 11 12
XB X1 -X1
X,° X2 -X2
GNH :666T
666TOS00 :uVal 30 dn0 ON sI sIHS : INIUdrI :OOST
OOTT 0100 :09VT
ZX " =
	
(S) IQX  INIUdrI :OSVT
TarI :TX " u= (S)SSXu INIddrI :OVVT
ZdrI : ZI " 8T SKI " TI INIHdrl :OE4T
T arI : uaIu " 9T SKI INIHd'I :OZVT
drI : VT " 8T SKI " EI INIHdrI :OTVT
T arI :nSIu " 9T SKI INIHdrI : OObT
TarI : ZS " ST SKI! TS INIUdrI : 06ET
T aV uSSn " 9T SKI INIddrI : 08ET
TarI : 4S : ST SKI : £S INIHdrI :OLET
T drI :uSSn " 9T SKI INIddrI : 09ET
Ta'I : Zx " 8T SKI !TX INIHdrI : 09ET
T arI : uxu " 9T SKI INIddrI :OV£T
TarI : ZrI' 8T SKI " TrI INIHdrI : O E ET
T arI :urIu :9T SKI INIUdrI :0Z£T
TdrI :xU " 8T SKI : SH SKI IxIUdrI :OT£T
T aV 2Iu " 9T SKI INIUdrI :00£T
T arI :Sd/NM " 8T SKVSd/SM INIUdrI :06ZT
TdrI " aSd/Mu " ST SKI INI2idrI :08ZT
TarI :NM " ST SKI " SM INIHdrI : VLZT
T arI : uMu " 9T SKI INIUdrI : ZLZT
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c Computer runs
Data set: initial parameters
South : 75 0.025 4.5 0 .02 0.01 3 -2 2.7 13.5
North: 6 9.7 2 0 .15 1 .8 1 .7 0.5 12 3.13
1°(S)=4.00
Run 1, I°(N)=6.00 Run 2, I°(N)=7.00
Solutions : endogenous variables
a2 c,
d Simulation of comparative statics results
c2 L K D
Runs 1 and 2 reproduce numerically the results of Propositions 2-5 in
Section 3, and Propositions 1 and 3 in Chichilnisky (1981) .
The initial data show that labor is abundant in the South [a (S)= 75 ]
and much less abundant in the North [a(N)=6] . The duality condition
South
Run 1 Run 2
North
Run 1 Run 2
pB 3 .252 1 .721 3 .252 1 .721
w 0.7232 0.3818 1 .194 0.3598
w/PB 0.2220 0.2218 0.3666 0.2090
r 0.3285 0.3308 0.4829 0.5565
L 14.65 14.63 2.7000 1 .754
K 2.70822 2.70826 16.683 17.398
Bs 3 .352 3.248 0.6667 0.1190
B° 2.297 1 .443 1 .621 1 .925
XB 0.9541 1 .806 -0.9541 -1 .806
IS 0.89189 0.8913 9.108 10.108
I° 4.00 4.00 6.00 7.00
X,° 3 .10810 3 .10807 -3.1081 -3.10807
c2 /D-2w/pB -0 .2218 -0 .2214 -0.1901 0.1251
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C2 /D < 2w/PB is satisfied in both runs of the South . The North has more
abundant capital than the South [R(N) = 9.7 whereas /3(S) = 0 .025, and
K(N) =12 whereas K(S) = 2.7 ] . The level of duality is much higher in the
South, D(S) =13 .5, whereas in the North, D(N) = 3 .13.
In both runs, the industrial demand in the South, I°(S), is equal to
4.00. In the first run, the industrial demand in the North is 6 .00 and is
increased to 7.00 in the second run.
As proved in Proposition 3 of Chichilnisky (1981) and Proposition 3 of
Section 3, this increase in the value of I°(N) has the following general
equilibrium effects : Exports of basic goods in the South, Xe, increase
from 0.9541 to 1 .806 ; the price of basics PB decreases from 3 .252 to 1 .721 ;
wages in the South decrease from 0.7232 to 0.3818; and consumption of
basics in the South decreases from 2.297 to 1 .443 . As proved in Proposi-
tion 4 of Section 3, total export revenues of the South decrease also (even
though export volume has increased), from 3 .10810 to 3 .10807 .
Finally, these runs illustrate the results of Proposition 4 in Section 3 :
Following an exogenous increase in industrial demand ID(N), the North's
demand for basics increases as well, from 1 .621 to 1 .925 . Thus, an indus-
trial expansion in the North [a higher ID(N)] leads it to consume more of
both goods simultaneously, so that the North's welfare strictly increases .
The South, instead, exports more basics at lower prices and consumes
fewer basics at home . Real wages decrease in the South. Since I°(S) re-
mains constant, the welfare of the South strictly decreases .
e Stability
The world's market for basics . Using always the same exogenous data,
we compute now numerically the world's (disequilibrium) supply and de-
mand curves for basics, corresponding to a neighborhood of the equilib-
rium given by ID(N) = 7.00, where the equilibrium price is pe =1 .721 .
From equation (4 .6), the world demand function for basics is WDB(p) _
DB(N)(p)+DB(S)(p), which equals
a(N) w(N) 2+
w(N)L(N)+r(N)K(N) + O(N)(r(N))2 - ID(N)
(PB ) PB PB PB
w 2 wL+rk Or 2 I°(S)
(PB ) PB PB PB
where as usual all parameters and variables are from the South unless
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Table 1 . Numerical values for Figure 3, simulated at the equilibrium
with I°(N) = 7.0 .
otherwise indicated. The world supply function for basics is
WSB(p)=SB(N)(p)+SB(S)(p)
C2 N)
D(N) Ca(NPB(N)
+L(N)l+ DAN) (a(N)r(N)+K(N))
c2 aw a2
+ D ~ PB
+Ll- D (ar+IK)
.
Figure 3 shows that the world's market for basics is stable when a(S) is
large and c2/D < 2w/PB in the South, as proved in Proposition 12 of Sec-
tion 4 and noted on page 191 of the Appendix of Chichilnisky (1981) . Table
1 gives the numerical values from the computer runs of WSB and WDB,
depicted in Figure 3 .
Pa
World
for basics,
supply function World demand function
WSB° for basics, WDB'
1 .60 3.6982 3 .9433
1 .61 3.6690 3 .8906
1 .62 3.6401 3 .8388
1 .63 3.6115 3 .7881
1 .64 3 .5833 3 .7383
1 .65 3 .5555 3 .6894
1 .66 3 .5280 3.6415
1 .67 3 .5008 3.5944
1 .68 3 .4740 3.5482
1 .69 3 .4474 3.5028
1 .70 3 .4215 3.4582
1 .71 3 .3953 3.4144
1 .721 3 .367 3.367
1 .73 3 .3444 3.3292
1 .74 3 .3193 3.2877
1 .75 3 .2946 3 .2470
1 .76 3 .2701 3 .2070
1 .77 3 .2459 3 .1676
1 .78 3 .2220 3 .1289
1 .79 3 .1984 3 .0909
1 .80 3 .1750 3 .0536
Slope of WSB = -0.38. b Slope of WDB = -0.22.
and
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The world's market for industrial goods. We study next, for the same
data, the stability of the industrial market at the same equilibrium, where
ID(N) = 7.0 and pB =1 .721 . We compute numerically the world's (dis-
equilibrium) supply and demand functions for industrial goods, WSI and
WDI, respectively . From equations (4 .7) and (4.8),
WSI(p)=SI(S)(p)+SI(N)(p)
=(a,ID)(Or+K)-(c,/D)(aw/PB+L)
+(a,(N)/D(N))(O(N)r(N)+K(N))
-(c,(N)/D(N))(a(N)w(N)/PB+L(N))
WDI(p)=DI(S)(p)+DI(N)(p)
=ID(S)+ID(N)+II(S)(p)+II(N)(p)
=ID(S)+(PB -a,w-c,r)I(c2ID)(awlp,+L)
-(a2ID)(Or+K)]
+ID(N)+(pB-a,(N)w(N)-c,(N)r(N))
x I(c2(N)/D(N))(a(N)w(N)/PB)+L(N)
-(a2(N)/D(N))(O(N)r(N)+K(N))] .
Table 2 gives the numerical values of simulating WDI and WSI in a neigh-
borhood of the equilibrium with ID(N) = 7.0 and pB =1 .721 .
Figure 2b from Chichilnisky (1981) . Next we reproduce, for the same data
base, Figure 2b of Chichilnisky (1981) . As discussed in Section 4, this fig-
ure depicts two curves : The cross-equilibria relation XB relating the ex-
ports of the South and their price:
s > > aal a, cj-a,K ID(S)XB= 2 c2-- .+ 2 a2-- + .+D PB ( PB D PB DPB PB
where all parameters are for the South ; and the North's disequilibrium
excess demand for basics, denoted WD in Chichilnisky (1981), which from
equation (4 .9), is
WD=DB(N)(p)-SB(N)(p)
a
_ w
2+ are +
w
L- ace +_ aa2 +K)+ Ka2-Lc2 - ID
(PB ) PB PB D D PB D PB
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Table 2. Numerical values for Figure 4, simulated at the
equilibrium with ID(N) = 7.0 .
° Slope of WSI = 2.27 . b Slope of WDI = 0.29 .
where all parameters and variables are for the North . Table 3 gives the
numerical values of XB at different world equilibria corresponding to dif-
ferent values of ID(N) (and thus to different prices PB) and of two dis-
equilibrium excess demand curves of the North, WD and (WD)'. WD is
computed in a neighborhood of the equilibrium given by ID(N) = 7.0 and
(WD)' is computed at the equilibrium given by ID(N)=7.1 .
Finally, we consider a full version of Figure 2b in Chichilnisky (1981),
where XB is plotted together with two other curves at two nearby equilib-
ria. These curves are excess demand of the North, WD =DB (N)-SB (N),
and excess supply of the South, WS = SB (S) - DB (S), both of which are
disequilibrium curves . Both WD and WS are computed from the same
basic data set; WD and WS are computed in a neighborhood of the equi-
Ps
World supply of
industrial goods,
WSI°
World demand for
industrial goods,
WDIb
1 .60 10.944 10.553
1 .61 10.949 10.593
1 .62 10.954 10.632
1 .63 10.959 10.671
1 .64 10.964 10.710
1 .65 10.968 10.748
1 .66 10.973 10.785
1 .67 10.978 10.822
1 .68 10.982 10.858
1 .69 10.987 10.893
1 .70 10.991 10.928
1 .71 10.995 10.963
1 .721 10.999 10.999
1 .73 11 .004 11 .030
1 .74 11 .008 11 .063
1 .75 11 .012 11 .096
1 .76 11 .016 11 .128
1 .77 11 .020 11 .159
1 .78 11 .024 11 .190
1 .79 11 .028 11 .221
1 .80 11 .032 11 .250
Table 3. Numerical values for Figure 5 . °
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Slope of XB = -0.9; slope ofWD = -1.1 ; slope of (WD)'= -1 .1 .
librium determined by I °(N) =7 .0, and (WD)' and (WS)' are computed
for the equilibrium corresponding to I°(N) =7.1 . The equations for WD
and WS were given in Chichilnisky (1981) and in Table 3 of this appendix .
Table 4 gives the values of the simulations of WS and WD depicted in
Figure 6.
f The North-South model and the Arrow-Debreu model
We now exhibit a version of the North-South model as a particular case
of the Arrow-Debreu model . This version of the model appears in Prop-
ositions 8 and 9.
Consider an Arrow-Debreu economy with six commodities, two agents,
and four firms . The commodities are B, I, K(N), L(N), K(S), and L(S) .
Firms 1 and 2 produce B and I using L(N) and K(N) according to the
production functions
Bs =min(L(N)B/a,, K(N) B/c,), Is = min(L(N)'/a 2 , K(N)'/c2 ),
where the superscripts B and I indicate the sector in which L(N) and K(N)
are used . Firms 3 and 4 produce B and I using similar production func-
tions, but with L(S) and K(S) as inputs . All four firms are perfectly com-
petitive .
Pe XB
WD =DB(N)-SB(N)
at I°(N)=7.0
(WD)' =DB(N)-SB(N)
at I°(N)=7.1
1 .56 1 .992 1 .963 1 .978
1 .58 1 .967 1 .941 1 .957
1 .60 1 .943 1 .920 1 .937
1 .62 1 .915 1 .900 1 .915
1 .64 1 .895 1 .880 1 .898
1 .66 1 .872 1 .860 1 .880
1 .68 1 .850 1 .842 1 .862
1 .70 1 .828 1 .823 1 .844
1 .721 1 .807 1 .807 1 .827
1 .74 1 .786 1 .788 1 .810
1 .76 1 .766 1 .772 1 .794
1 .78 1 .746 1 .755 1 .778
1 .80 1 .727 1 .739 1 .763
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Table 4 . Numerical values for Figure 6.Q
Slope of XB= -0.91 ; slope of WD = -1 .1 ; slope of WS =1 ; slope of (WD)'=
-1 .1 ; slope of (WS)'=1 .6 .
b WD is the North's excess demand for basics, computed near the equilibrium
determined by I°(N) =7.0 and pa =1 .721 . WS is the excess supply curve of the
South computed near the same world equilibrium . Note that XB, WD, and WS
all meet at pB =1.721 .
1 (WD)' is the North's excess demand for basics computed near the equilibrium
determined by I°(N)=7.1, and (WS)' is the excess supply of the South computed
near the same equilibrium. XB, (WD)', and (WS)' all meet at pB=1 .62.
Agent I has the initial endowment vector (in terms of the commodities
defined above)
(0, 0, 0, 0, K(S), L(S)),
and agent 2 has the endowment vector
(0, 0, R(N), L(N), 0, 0) .
For any values of K(S), L(S), K(N), and L(N), agent 1's preferences are
of the form indicated in Figure 7. This implies that there exists an e > 0
such that for any pricePB > E this agent consumes the fixed amount ID(S)
of good I, and the rest of his or her income is used to consume good B.
This agent will consume zero amounts of all other commodities . Agent 2
has similar preferences, but the "kink" occurs at 1=1D(N ) .
pB WDb WS XB (WD)'' (WS) ,
1 .56 1 .963 1 .619 1 .992 1 .978 1 .858
1 .58 1 .941 1 .649 1 .967 1 .957 1 .879
1 .60 1 .920 1 .677 1 .943 1 .937 1 .897
1 .62 1 .900 1 .702 1 .915 1 .915 1 .915
1 .64 1 .880 1 .726 1 .895 1 .898 1 .930
1 .66 1 .860 1 .748 1 .872 1 .880 1 .944
1 .68 1 .842 1 .769 1 .850 1 .862 1 .958
1 .70 1 .823 1 .788 1 .828 1 .844 1 .969
1 .721 1 .806 1 .806 1 .806 1 .827 1 .980
1 .74 1 .788 1 .821 1 .786 1 .810 1 .989
1 .76 1 .772 1 .836 1 .766 1 .794 1 .997
1 .78 1 .755 1 .850 1 .746 1 .778 2.005
1 .80 1 .739 1 .862 1 .727 1 .763 2.011
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13
Figure 7. An agent's preference curves .
We thus have all the components of an Arrow-Debreu model : six com-
modities, two agents with their endowments and preferences, and four
firms and their technologies . The next step is to show how the equilibrium
equations of our North-South model emerge from the equilibrium equa-
tions of the Arrow-Debreu model . The North-South model is defined by
the twenty-eight equations (2 .1)-(2 .11) for each country and (2.12)-(2.18) ;
recall that one of these latter seven equations is always satisfied where all
others are .
Equations (2.1) and (2 .2) for the North, that is,
pB=a, w(N) +cl r(N), p, =a2w(N)+c2 r(N),
are the zero-profit conditions for firms 1 and 2, where w(N) is the equilib-
rium price of commodity L(N) and r(N) that of K(N) . These zero-profit
conditions are satisfied at an equilibrium in our Arrow-Debreu model
because it has constant returns to scale .
Similarly, we obtain equations (2.1) and (2.2) for the South; they are
the zero-profit conditions of firms 3 and 4 in the South . Each region uses
specific inputs for production .
Equations (2.3) and (2.4) in each region are given by the initial endow-
ments of our Arrow-Debreu model. Equations (2.5) and (2.6) are the equi-
librium conditions in the markets for L(N) and K(N) and for L(S) and
K(S), respectively . Equations (2.7) and (2.8) for each region simply state
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that all firms use their inputs efficiently: They minimize costs . Equations
(2.9) and (2 .10) are obtained in each region from the market-clearing con-
dition in markets for B and I of our Arrow-Debreu model.
Equation (2.11) in each region derives from Walras' law, as we shall
show in the following . The two agents maximize utility subject to their
budget constraints. Consider, for example, agent 1 (the South) . Then at
the price vector
(pB , p,, w(N), r(N), w(S), r(S)),
this agent consumes I° and B° satisfying
PBB°+p,I°=w(S)L(S)+r(S)K(S) .
In view of equations (2 .7) and (2.8) (efficient use of inputs), we have
w(S)L(S)+r(S)K(S)=(a, W(S) +Cr(S))Bs+(a2 w(S)+c2 r(S))Is.
By the zero-profit conditions (2.1) and (2.2), this implies
w(S)L(S) +r(S)K(S)=pBBs+p,Is.
Therefore,
Since
PBB°+PII°=pBB s+p1I S.
B° =Bs-XB and ID=IS+X°,
it follows that
so that
pB(B S- Xa)+PI(IS+XD) =pBBs+prIS~
PBXB =PIX,°,
which is equation (2 .11) . Thus, equation (2.11) follows in our Arrow-
Debreu model from utility maximization under a budget constraint, zero
profits, and cost-minimizing use of inputs . Equations (2.12)-(2.15) are
the standard equilibrium conditions in the Arrow-Debreu model, and
equations (2.17) and (2.18) follow from utility maximization, with the
agents' preferences defined in Figure 7 provided the equilibrium price PB
exceeds some E >0 . Therefore, for any (nonzero) equilibrium price pe
of the North-South model, we can find a set of preferences (and thus an
E > 0) for which equations (2.17) and (2 .18) emerge as the usual utility
maximization conditions under a budget constraint of the Arrow-Debreu
NOTES
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model. This shows that all the equations of the North-South model are
equilibrium equations of the Arrow-Debreu model.
The North-South model utilized so far has fixed factor endowments
[L(S)=L(S), K(S)=K(S), L(N) =L(N),andK(N)=K(N)] . We have
shown that this model is a special case of the Arrow-Debreu model.
It is also possible to consider the North-South model with "variable
endowments" (a notation used in the literature on international trade),
where, for example, in one region
Ls= cxw/PB+L.
In this case, the result is as follows : At each equilibrium, the equilibrium
equations of this North-South model will be those of an Arrow-Debreu
model wherein addition to the preferences and technologies defined above,
the supply of commodity L is provided by utility-maximizing behavior
under budget constraints . The supply equation for L defined above may
not emerge as a supply function of the Arrow-Debreu model. However,
at each equilibrium, the supply LS is fixed, and it can be described as the
equilibrium level LS that emerges from utility-maximizing behavior in a
standard Arrow-Debreu model .
An equilibrium of the North-South model is thus also an equilibrium
of a standard Arrow-Debreu model .
1 "Practical men andeconomic theorists have always known that trade mayhelp
some people and hurt others ." "What in the way of policy can we conclude
from the fact that trade is a potential boon? . . . Very little" (Samuelson 1962) .
2 Equations (2 .1) and (2.2) are equivalent to the production functions when firms
are competitive. In equilibrium, profits are zero so that revenues equal costs,
i.e ., pBBS=wLB+rKB. Now from the production functions Bs=LB/a l =
KB/cl , so that pBBS=a,wBS+c,rBs, or pB =a,w+cl r, equation (2.1). Simi-
larly, one derives equation (2.2) .
3 Note that when all markets clear, the value of domestic demand PB B°+p,I °
equals the value of domestic income wL+rK. This is Walras' law or the na-
tional income identity at the equilibrium. From equations (2 .1)-(2.11), one
obtains
PBB°+prl °=PB(BS- XBS)+p,(IS+Xr°) =pBB S +p,I
s
= (a, w+cl r)BI+(a2w+CZr)Is= wL+rK.
Section f in the appendix exhibits preferences, endowments, and technologies
that turn this model into a standard Arrow-Debreu model. The results are
unchanged.
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4 All relations in this model are homogeneous of degree 0 in prices, i .e ., only
relative prices matter . Therefore, one may normalize the model by fixing the
price of one good (the numeraire) equal to 1 .
5 Equation (2 .15) is not independent : It is always satisfied when (2.11) is satis-
fied in each region and (2.12)-(2 .14) hold .
6 This is not surprising, since demand behavior, or preferences, have not been
specified so far.
7 Existence requires standard restrictions on the exogenous parameters to en-
sure that the equilibrium prices are all positive, e.g., a, 1a2 >pB> c, /c2, where
pB satisfies equation (2 .22) .
8 This observation and Figure 2, which illustrates it, were suggested by Ron
Jones .
9 Arrow (1981, p . 2) states : "Individual equilibria are stable in the usual sense
of general equilibrium theory." Gunning (1984) states, in the paragraph after
equation (14) : "Hence equilibrium is stable in the Walrasian sense." Heal and
McLeod (1984, Section 4) state : "It will be shown that under either of these
approaches Chichilnisky's model is stable under the conditions assumed in
her paper." Findlay's (1982) last section states : "Examination of the struc-
ture of the model shows that it possesses a unique equilibrium that is Walras
stable." Ranney (1984), in the paragraph after equation (6), states : "Thus an
increase in pB results in a decline in the production of I goods in both coun-
tries, and the model is Walrasian stable." Saavedra (1984) states in Section 2 :
"We know from the preceding section that Walrasian stability of equilibrium
always holds in this model ." Finally, Srinivasan and Bhagwati (1984) state :
"One could not therefore get a stronger result ; the equilibrium is unique and
evidently Walras-stable ."
10 Arrow and Hahn (1971, Chapter 12, p . 317) define an adjustment process
where the price equations (4.1) hold, but this is because their commodity
markets are assumed to remain at an equilibrium throughout, and their fac
tor markets adjust (see their p . 317, lines 21-3) . Since commodity prices are
in equilibrium, profits are zero . In our case, instead, factor markets remain
in equilibrium and commodity markets adjust ; profits are not zero .
11 The difference between XB and an excess supply curve valid for stability ana-
lysis was clearly pointed out in Chichilnisky (1981, footnote 10, p . 175, and
p . 189, lines 15-31) . A similar point is made by Arrow (1981, pp . 1, 2) : "Meth
odologically, the papers are exemplary applications of general equilibrium
analysis . A clear distinction is made between the downward sloping response
of the economy as a whole and supply curves in the strict sense. The reaction
curve (XB) links alternative equilibria of the economy and is not a curve rele-
vant to any one equilibrium . It is shown, in fact, that the individual equilib-
ria are stable in the usual sense of the general equilibrium theory." (italics
added)
12 A clear version of this error appears in Findlay (1984), who states : "A shift in
the demand of the North towards the South's exports in her model actually
can only produce the completely standard result that it would improve the
terms of trade of the latter ." This comment, as already noted, is incorrect .
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